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Discover life's secrets to regain fortune and happiness!A must read book for anyone who desires to

enjoy the wonders of life!When you have possession of and thoroughly understand this book, you

will obtain:*Your ultimate success.*Your family to be healthy and safe.*Financial stability.*Your

wishes come true.*A romantic marriage or relationship.*Relief from stress and troubles.*Protection

from various social toxins.*Escape from a difficult circumstance.*Freedom to enjoy the love of the

Universe.*A happy family and successful children.*An auspicious and safe living

environment.*Friendly neighbors and a peaceful society.*A society that changes for the better.*A

world cleared of disasters and blessed with peace.
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"Super Life Secret Codes," is a recent Viking release by author Great Sun that presents "life codes"

to readers, which the author claims will help them to connect to the Universe and ward off

disastrous consequences that threaten to overwhelm mankind and the planet Earth. The book starts



off as a personal narrative by Great Sun, a California mystic, who describes his own spiritual

pilgrimage, which culminated with his meetings in 2005 with Friend G., a charismatic spiritual leader

who taught Great Sun how to connect and also listen to the Universe. Following those meetings

Great Sun because a spiritual counselor in his own right, helping many to find the right path in their

lives and gain health, happiness and success in their careers and relationships.During the time that

Great Sun met with Friend G, he learned about many natural disasters that would occur in the world

between 2005 and 2010. As described by Great Sun, each of the disasters took place exactly as

Friend G. had said they would. Friend G. asked Great Sun to make a movie called 2012, and he

also talked about troubles that would occur during that year, the end of the Mayan long count

calendar. In Great Sun's words:"When Friend G mentioned what would happen in 2012, I thought it

was too early to start worrying. But now I realized that people should reevaluate their lives

immediately and figure out the critical processes that should be taken to protect our Earth and make

the world a better place."Great Sun never made the movie, but another 2012 was produced.

First off, the author didn't even use his real name, but rather, a pseudo name, "Great Sun", which is

as anonymous as it could be. It seems like an attempt to create mystery about what the book has to

say.It turned out,the book has nothing mysterious nor new, let alone helpful to share.The book's

"Product Description" offers lofty promises, "Your ultimate success.Protection from various social

toxins.*A happy family and successful children. " Let's pause here. Placing value on one's children

being "successful" (as opposed to happy & healthy) - that's a judgment you could see the author

has. Going after the conventional "success" is exactly one of the "social toxins".The book

contradicts itself. "Everything in this world is pre-destined." (Kindle Edition Location 629 of

3066)One, that's a scary concept, when the book's promise is for "freedom" and "happiness". Two,

soon after, it introduced a contradictory claim, "Everything is possible in this world; it only depends

on how you want to accomplish them." (Kindle Location 1513 of 3066)Even when it attempts to

share really useful advice, e.g. on food, it came up with nothing new.For example, on "toxic food",

the author said to "avoid white bread" because of the "refined acidic flour...carrying pH imbalances".

(Kindle Location 974) To avoid white flour is a well-known diet fact.Wanna know what the Super Life

Secret Codes are? Love and gratitude. Haven't we heard it in many other places?At the end, these

are not some "super" "secret life codes".The author's "How to" to a better life? A word of warning

here:It sounds parochial, as if you just walked into a catholic church.

As we step into a new year, we set goals for ourselves and embrace the hopes of a better year than



the last. We write our new year's resolutions in hopes to lose weight, be healthier, gain happiness,

have stability in our relationships, become successful, or whatever holds true in your heart. Though

we want what's best for ourselves, we tend to forget that sometimes we need to act upon what is

best for our planet and universe in order to obtain what we desire. Those are the teachings of Great

Sun, author of Super Life Secret Codes. The Universe is always watching mankind; how we act and

what we think all produce positive or negative energy that will be reflected on ourselves and on the

planet. Author Great Sun describes the strong possibilities of the upcoming calamities of 2012 and

how we may be able to avoid those disasters by expressing our love and gratitude to all those

around us.In Super Life Secret Codes, author Great Sun teaches simple methods to alleviate

ourselves from stress and frustrations as well as solving our everyday problems. Who knew such

simple methods could help solve so many problems. Think simple, live simple, and always show

people your love and gratitude no matter the situation. Great Sun truly believes that when we look at

life in a positive light, the power of that "light" will automatically guide us to wealth, health and

happiness. No matter what the problems are or what you might encounter in life, Great Sun has a

solution for it!Great Sun has written 16 chapters of useful methods to help readers obtain their

"ultimate destiny." He has even included a diary section at the end of the book for readers to jot

down their own miracle occurrences.
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